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By bread alone / Sarah-Kate Lynch
Esme has an adoring husband, a wonderful son, an evil goat, some angry bees
and a suspicion that she will never be happy again. Even baking her precious
sourdough no longer works its usual magic. All it does is transport Esme back to
the salty little French bakery where she found and lost her first true love, Louis, the
village boulanger. When a chance meeting with this bewitching morsel from her
past breathes fresh hope into Esme's life, the grass starts to look greener on his
side of the fence. But is Louis really the secret ingredient Esme needs for a blissful
future? Or is the recipe for happiness closer to home?

The waiting room [large print] / F. G. Cottam
Martin Stride is a retired rock star, enjoying the quiet life with his young family on
their beautiful estate. On the edge of his grounds lies a derelict Edwardian railway
station waiting room once used to transport troops in The Great War. Silent for
many years, it has become a playground for Martin's children, but now they won't
go near it. Strange occurrences in the waiting room lead Martin to seek the help of
TV's favourite ghost-hunter Julian Creed. But Creed's psychic ability is a
fabrication to gain viewers. He doesn't believe in the paranormal. Until he spends a
night in The Waiting Room.

Sisters at war / Milly Adams
Bryony and Hannah are sisters, but they couldn't be more different, and war has
brought even more of a rift between them. Bryony is happiest where her family and
loved ones are at Combe Lodge, the family home and these uncertain times have
brought them all closer together. But Hannah is young and headstrong. No one will
stop her from doing what she wants and this time she's decided to flee to Jersey.
Even though Hannah has left, at Combe Lodge, everyone else is pitching in with
the war effort. The family home fills with evacuees and Bryony is doing her bit,
flying planes at the nearby Combe Lodge Airlines.

Deadly desires at Honeychurch Hall / Hannah Dennison
When the body of a transport minister is discovered in the grounds on the
Honeychurch Hall estate, suspicion as to his unusual demise naturally falls on the
residents. After all, who could possibly want a high-speed train line and rolling
stock depot built in their front yard? News of the murder soon reaches local
resident Kat Stanford's nemesis Trudy Wynne. A ruthless tabloid journalist and the
ex-wife of Kat's discarded lover, Trudy is out for revenge. She is also interested in
exposing -and humiliating-Kat's mother Iris, who is secretly the international
bestselling romance writer Krystalle Storm. As the body count begins to build, Kat
becomes inextricably embroiled in the ensuing scandal. Is the minister's death the
result of a local vendetta, or could it be connected to her mother's unusual past?

Swimming with big fish / Julie Haines
Dennis Bogdanovich, keen Kiwi fisherman, goes to Russia to buy a glassbottomed boat he has found on the internet. Linking into the extended family
network, he gets his Russian cousin, Sergey, to transport it to Amsterdam in his
friend Zaheed's truck. Unfortunately the truck is already carrying parts for a bomb
designed to paralyse London. When the bomb is fired from the Netherland dunes,
the truck is fingered as involved, and Denis's boat is promoted to 'getaway vehicle'.
Suddenly Dennis becomes the focus of an international manhunt.
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Wallis / Rebecca Dean
Two lovers. Two very different lives. One future together that will change history.
When debutante Wallis Simpson is growing up, she devotes her teenage
daydreams to one man, the future King of England, Prince Edward. Wallis's first
marriage to a dashing young naval pilot is not what she dreamt of; he turns out to
be a dominating bully of a man, who punishes her relentlessly. But her fated
marriage does open a suprising door, to the world of Navy couriers where navy
wives are being used to transport messages around the world. This interesting turn
of fate takes Wallis from the exuberant social scene in Washington to a China that
is just emerging from civil war.

The blood promise / Mark Pryor
Hugo Marston must figure out what lies hidden inside an old sailor's chest before a
200-year-old blood promise is revealed and claims another life. In post-Revolution
Paris, an old man signs a letter in blood, then hides it in a secret compartment in a
sailor's chest. A messenger arrives to transport the chest and its hidden contents,
but then the plague strikes and an untimely death changes history.

News of the world : a novel / Paulette Jiles
Four years earlier, a band of Kiowa raiders killed Johanna's parents and sister;
sparing the little girl, they raised her as one of their own. Recently rescued by the
U.S. army’s Captain Kidd, the ten-year-old has once again been torn away from
the only home she knows. Their 400-mile journey south through unsettled territory
and unforgiving terrain proves difficult and at times dangerous. Johanna has
forgotten the English language, tries to escape at every opportunity, throws away
her shoes, and refuses to act "civilized." Yet as the miles pass, the two lonely
survivors tentatively begin to trust each other, forming a bond that marks the
difference between life and death in this treacherous land.

Murder on the Quai / Cara Black
Aimee's father takes off to Berlin on a mysterious errand. He asks Aimee to help
out at the detective agency while he's gone as if she doesn't already have enough
to do. But the case Aimee finds herself investigating a murder linked to a transport
truck of Nazi gold that disappeared in the French countryside during the height of
World War II has gotten under her skin.

Robert Ludlum's The Janus reprisal : a Covert-One novel / written by
Jamie Freveletti, series created by Robert Ludlum.
Bombs go off at the train station, airport and at the headquarters of the
International Court of Justice, where a Pakistani warlord, Oman Dattar, is being
held while he is tried for crimes against humanity. In the resulting chaos, Dattar
escapes. Dattar has learned of a new strain of bioelectric bacteria that can grow
electrical wires as a form of cilia. These cilia connect with another metallic source
and can transmit and transport themselves via electric current. Dattar arranges for
his men to steal the bacteria and use them to bring down the West once and for
all.
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More books related to theme:

Fiction:
The Dalai Lama's cat and the art of purring / David Michie.
The doll / Taylor Stevens.
The book of dirt / Bram Presser.
The Beauty Chorus / Kate Lord Brown.
Three men on the bummel [large print] / Jerome K. Jerome.

Non fiction:
Bicycle diaries / David Byrne.
Close encounters of the furred kind / Tom Cox.
Bombers and mash : the domestic front, 1939-45 / Raynes Minns.
The best Australian trucking stories / Jim Haynes.
The drover's daughter / Patsy Kemp.
Connectography : mapping the future of global civilization / Parag Khanna.
Bring back the King : the new science of de-extinction / Helen Pilcher.
The bike and beyond : life on two wheels in Aotearoa New Zealand / Laura Williamson.
False start : a memoir of things best forgotten / Mark O'Flynn.
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